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Nicholas Copeland 
The Democracy Development Machine: Neoliberalism, Radical Pessimism, and Authoritarian  
Populism in Mayan Guatemala 
Cornell University Press, 2019 
 
Nicholas Copeland sheds new light on rural poli cs in Guatemala and across neoliberal and post‐conflict se ngs in The 
Democracy Development Machine. This historical ethnography examines how governmentalized spaces of democracy and 
development fell short, enabling and disfiguring an ethnic Mayan resurgence...Copeland explores alterna ve ways of  
imagining liberal democracy and economic and social ameliora on in a trauma zed and highly unequal society as it 
strives to transi on from war and authoritarian rule to open elec ons and free‐market democracy.  

 
Cara Dagge  
The Birth of Energy: Fossil Fuels, Thermodynamics, and the Poli cs of Work 
Duke University Press Books, 2019 
 
In The Birth of Energy Cara Dagge  traces the genealogy of contemporary no ons of energy back to the nineteenth‐
century science of thermodynamics to challenge the underlying logic that informs today's uses of energy...By  
systema cally excava ng the historical connec on between energy and work, Dagge  argues that only by transforming 
the poli cs of work—most notably, the venera on of waged work—will we be able to confront the Anthropocene's energy 
problem. Subs tu ng one source of energy for another will not ensure a habitable planet; rather, the concepts of energy 
and work themselves must be decoupled.  

 
Jennifer Lawrence and Jim Bohland (ed. with Simin Davoudi) 
The Resilience Machine 
Routledge, 2018 
 
Bringing together authors from mul ple disciplines and different parts of the world, The Resilience Machine unmasks the 
o en invisible effects of resilience strategies by examining ways in which neoliberal mentali es are fed through the  
rhetoric of resilience prac ces, policies and development projects. The contribu ng essays provide provoca ve accounts 
of several areas of inquiry, including biopoli cs and smart bodies, resilient ci es and communi es, urban planning and 
disaster management, jus ce and vulnerability, and resistance to resilience. Holding out hope for cri cal poten als in 
‘resilience,’ The Resilience Machine proposes to move beyond mechanisms of adapta on and into imagining what  
resilient life could look like in a more just, equitable and democra c world.   
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